At Accenture, we have embraced the notion of adaptable and boundaryless systems – those that seamlessly adapt to business and technology changes.

Systems that are powered by trusted data and intelligent technologies, while living in the cloud and without boundaries.

An excellent example of these systems is the design and deployment of digital tools for our people.

Our client account teams have been equipped with a portfolio of applications and tools to sell, manage, and deliver work to clients.

One of these tools is Manage myBusiness.

This AI-powered business performance management platform informs our client account leaders with financial and operational information to make more effective business decisions.

It spans across platforms and brings data together from many different sources.

Manage myBusiness makes data widely available across client teams and portfolio leadership, with a growing suite of diagnostics that are increasingly powered by AI.

It combines core revenue, sales, and profitability information with the ability to isolate drivers of business problems and highlight actions to improve.

It is enabling Accenture teams to be increasingly data-driven in how they manage delivery with clients.

And it is empowering Accenture leaders and teams to spend less time on administration and more time on outcomes with clients.

A loosely coupled service architecture and DevSecOps foundation provide flexibility to deploy features continuously and stay always-on.

With Manage myBusiness, Accenture leaders can scale business dialogue faster across more stakeholders, continuously innovate, and drive adoption of new AI-powered solutions for the future.

We’ve created a low-friction solution for our client account teams globally that enables them to take confident actions much faster, improving the way the way they work.